Sports: What sports do you like to play?

1. Put students into pairs.
2. Student A stays in the classroom and writes the sentences.
3. Student B reads the jumbled sentence from outside the classroom and has to rearrange the sentence into its correct order.
4. Student B recites the sentence to student A.
5. Student A writes the correct sentence.
6. First pair to finish and correctly write the sentences wins the game.

1. play? you like do sports What to

2. play tennis. like I to

3. play I football. like to

4. to tennis. play I like table

5. badminton. I like to play

6. play to volleyball. like I

7. basketball. I play like to

8. to rugby. I like play

9. to baseball. like I play
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1. __________________________________________
2. __________________________________________
3. __________________________________________
4. __________________________________________
5. __________________________________________
6. __________________________________________
7. __________________________________________
8. __________________________________________
9. __________________________________________